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1867 Victoria Proof "Gothic" Florin

Victoria of England

 

Additional Rarity: A Victoria Proof "Gothic" Crown 1847 PR65 sold at auction on August 17, 2018 for 
$31,200.

Plain edge. Victoria's 'Gothic' coinage, represented solely in Florins and Crowns, is said to be the most 
beautiful series of British coins ever produced--and the present specimen does little to refute that claim. 
Enigmatically depicting the date in Roman numerals, an element not seen since the coinage of Edward 
VI in the mid-16th century, this transitional Proof rarity is the first of its type to feature 'BRITT' within 
its obverse legend as oppose to the previously-seen 'BRIT'. Absolutely phenomenal in appearance, 
partially from its immaculate surfaces in line with its premium gem grade, and partially from the 
spectacular patina it has developed over the last 150 years. When tilted in the light, the fields come to 
life with dazzling golds, dappled steel-blues and spears of deep red, all adding color to the underlying 
mint brilliance. Superb in all regards, a coveted type in an unbeatable grade

Victoria (24 May 1819 – 22 January 1901) was Queen of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland from 20 June 1837 until her death. On 1 May 
1876, she adopted the additional title of Empress of India. Known as the 
Victorian era, her reign of 63 years and seven months was longer than that of 
any of her predecessors. It was a period of industrial, cultural, political, 
scientific, and military change within the United Kingdom, and was marked by 
a great expansion of the British Empire. She inherited the throne aged 18 after 
her father's three elder brothers died without surviving legitimate issue. The 
United Kingdom was an established constitutional monarchy in which the 
sovereign held relatively little direct political power. Privately, she attempted to 
influence government policy and ministerial appointments; publicly, she 
became a national icon who was identified with strict standards of personal 
morality. Victoria married her cousin Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha 
in 1840. 
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